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GEN. 12b: c~::r ~~.-',~ ~,.,~ c~~ tt~1· The ordi
nary translation of this passage in English is "and the 

Spirit of God moved upon the waters." The latest com
mentator, Skinner, in the International Critical Oommentarg, 
interprets it thus: •• The Spirit of God waa brooding- not, 
as has sometimes been supposed, a wind sent from God to 
dry up the waters (Targum of Onkelos, Abraham Ibn Ezra, 
and a few moderns), but the divine Spirit, figured as a bird 
brooding over its nest, and perhaps symbolising an imma
nent principle of life and order in the as yet undeveloped 
chaos" (pp. 17, 18). He adds : "It is remarkable, how
ever, if this be the idea, that no further effect is given to it 
in the sequel." He also points out that m, in this sense 
occurs only here, and that the cosmogonic notion of the 
world-egg on which this interpretation is based has no vital 
connection •• with the main idea of the narrative." He might 
have added that there is no trace of such a conception else
where in the Hebrew Scriptures. 

Gunkel, Dillmann, and Delitzsch interpret the passage in 
the same general manner, connecting it with the conception 
of a cosmogonic world-egg. The absolute lack of relation 
of this idea (of the Spirit of God brooding over the waters 
as over a world-egg) to the rest of the passage is even clearer 
to Gunkel than to Skinner. m, 1 he describes as a &.'~~"~ 

1 Professor Briggs has gathered all the uses of rTI"' in a paper (JBL, m), 
which is the basis of the article in Brown-Driver.Brigga-Geaeniua. Baaing on 
this, with 110me slight differences, I find the use of the word to be as follows: 
(a) The common, and apparently the original sense is tcind-117 times. 
(b) Closely related to this, br~,- 68 times,- both the breath of God, where 
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"A.e<ydp.&OII in this sense, while with regard to the whole con
ception he adds: "If in a. Hebrew narrative it is first nar
rated that a. bird brooded over an egg, it is with certainty to 
be expected that the narrator reported in the second place 
that a. chicken was hatched out of the egg. Therefore the 
narration of the brooding of the Spirit must have reported 
further what befell the world-egg as a result of this brood
ing." (Kommmtar2, p. 92.) To relieve the difficulty, he 
supposes that there is a lacuna. in the original narrative, 
which did once record the result of this brooding in hatch
ing something out. His commentary on the passage would 
seem to be the best proof of its own error. This, it may be 
added, is the traditional interpretation of this passage by 
both Jewish and Christian exegetes. Ra.shi gives the re-

lt might often eqnally well be translated wind, and the breath of man. In 
the latter sense It becomes the vital principle (breath of life, Gen. 7 11. a) 
breathed Into man by God (Gen. 2 T), but also the property of the beut 
(Eo. 811). (c) From this comes naturally the sense lpirU-76 times-as 
the emotions or affections of courage, anger (In God or man) and good or 
evil dispositions (the spirit of whoredom, of justice, etc.). Sometimes It 
lnterchangee or Is used In parallelism with~ 88 the pel'IIOnality, and aome
tlmes with :I., aa the mentality. It is the source of prophecy and of ecataay. 
It Is also the source of falae prophecy. .Aa the principle of life and aa the 
principle of prophecy (true or false) the ,.,.., comes from God. (d) It Is 
dealgnated 94 tlmea 88 the IJ'irU of God (Yahaweh, etc.) . Aa auch It Is a 
power which stlra men to prophecy, to frenzy, which enlightens and de
ceives. With Ezekiel It Is so near akin to wlnd that It picks him up and 
carries him to another place. Generally It puts what Is good and exalted 
Into men, 88 prophecy, wisdom, power to govern (Job 32 a explains this 
spirit in man 88 the breath of God), military proweu, technical skill. .Aa 
prophecy It Is once represented aa an independent entity rn"\.,, which offers 
to go and be a lying aplrlt ln the mouth of the prophets (1 K. 22 21 «., but 
observe how this Is Interpreted by Zedekiah In the context). Once also in 
Job (4 11) it seems to be an Independent entity, a vision of dread. .Aa that 
by which God puts life and noble powers in man (the aplrlt of good, Neb. 
9 "• PB. 143 1o) it finally becomes In one paaaage the synonym of the face or 
presence of God (Ps. 139 T-t), and In one passage 88 :"!\.,.,.,.,and~,.,.., It 
Is Identified with the 'lll ,a6c, by which God led Israel in the wllderne111 
(Isa. 63 11-a). The other passage (Ps. olu) where Briggs Interprets~ ,.,.., 
In the same sense, must, I think, be ruled out. These words are parallel with 
11= ,., and :"1:1..., ,., in the preceding and following verses, and all three 
phrases must be Interpreted alike. 

There Is no passage In which ,.,., baa the sense given to It In the ordinary 
translations of Gen. 1 s. 
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cei ved Jewish view- " as a dove that broods over the nest," 
which is found also in ~agiga.2 Jerome (Quae1t. ad Zoe.) 
says, "Pro eo quod in nostris codicibus scriptum est fereba.
tu.r in Hebraeo habet HEREFETH quod nos appellare possu
mus incubabat, sive confovebat in similitudinem volucris 
ova calore animantis." Apparently this interpretation is not 
original with him, but simply that current and traditional 
among the Jews. a 

Turning to the earliest versions, we find the Septuagint 
rendering the passage ~a.l '7TWiip.a. 0Eov brEOepero brdllfJIJ Tov 
ii&T~. Now in the passive the verb bruf>'pOJ in classical 
Greek commonly means to ntBh upon, attack, .trike, convey
ing generally the sense of hostility. It is also, however, used 
both early and late in the more literal sense of borne or 
lifted up. In the LXX the active often indicates hostility ; ' 
in the passive it is only used once, in a passage somewhat 
similar to this (Gen. 7ts), "The ark was borne (braplpco, 
Heb. 1":'1) upon the face of the water." The Vulgate, both 
here and in Gen. 2 2, translates by fereba.tu.r. In the Tar
gums 6 ~~ is translated by I'O'It'lt:, blowing. The Syriac 
Peshitf.a transliterates the Hebrew. 

-,rM in Piel occurs in Hebrew in only one other passage, 
namely, Deut. 82 11. This is the description of the eagle or 
vulture teaching its young to tly. "As the vulture stirreth 
up its nest, 'lljj; over its nestlings, spreadeth out its wings, 
taketh him, lifteth him upon its pinions." The first of the 
verbs in this passage, ,..,.., .ti1'1'eth up, a.waketh, describes the 
action of the bird in forcing its young out of the nest ; then 
follows .,.,\ describing the actual process of getting the 
young to take to the wing ; while the latter half of the 
verse describes the action of the parent bird in supporting and 

2 So Jastrow (Dictionary of the Targumim, etc.) l')r::'l':, " Pi, CO move, 
hover, flatter (ric) l;lag. 15 a (ref. to Gen. 1 2) ~ :T~:I ,U M~111 :"Tl~, 
like a dove that hovers over her young without touching them." 

• It is noteworthy that, while Jerome thus interpretB the pa~~~~age, he actu
ally trarudates M~ by ferebatur, clearlylntluenced by the LXX nrf</>lpno. 

• So to lift up the band against, Zech. 2' ; lift up a report against, Judith 8 a; 
of attack in battle, 2 Mac. 12 116, etc. 

'Onkelos, Jonathan, Jel'U8alem, and Samaritan. 
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helping them after they have taken to the wing.e Now pre
cisely what is the action of the parent bird described by ')m'? 

Of the actual procedure of eagles,.griffon vultures, or other 
similar birds in the earlier stages of teaching or helping 
their young to fly, described in the first two verses of the 
above quatrain, I am able to get no information from pub
lished works or from personal inquiry of the most distin
guished ornithologists, whom I have in the last few months 
annoyed with many importunities. In the case of certain 
smaller birds, observers have seen the young shouldered or 
jostled out of the nest, as described here, and thus compelled 
to attempt flight. They usually land on the ground as the 
result of the first attempt, whereupon the parent birds fly 
down to them, flap their wings and fly before them, as though 
showing them how to fly, rush at them and away from them. 
hover about them, sometimes hold food before them at a 
little distance, and in general scold and coax them to flight. 
If from this one may argue to the conduct of the griffon 
vulture in connection with the flight of its young, I should 
suppose that ...,.,, is to be rendered .ftappeth or •halceth the 
wings, nuheth or .ftuttereth, possibly even hovereth, but never 
hroodeth, motion, not rest, being connoted. 

The passage is commonly translated into English '"flut
tereth over her young." The Greek and the Targum of 
Onkelos, while agreeing more or less with one another, 
translate the word in this passage very differently from their 
translation of Gen. 1 2, or rather they translate something 
quite different from the Hebrew.; In the Greek the vulture 

• Driver (Deuteronomy, ad Zoe.) quotes Alexander's citation from Davy's 
Salmonia, illll8trating this In the case of eagles as follows : " Two parent. 
eagles on Ben Weevis were teaching their offspring, two young birds, the 
manmuvres of flight." Rising from the top of a mountain, they "at first 
made small circles and the young imitated them ; they paused on their wlnga 
waiting till they had made their first flight, holding them on their expanded 
wings when they appeared exhall8ted, and then took a second and larger 
gyration, always rising towards the sun, and enlarging their circle of flight, 
so as to make a gradually ascending spiral" (p. 368). Tristram, in hla 
Natural Hl8tory of the Bible, cites the same or similar testimony. 

'Apparently not becall8e they bad a different text, but becall8e of a mis
understanding of the Hebrew, due to ignorance of the way in which young 
birds actually learn to fiy. 
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eo11er1 the nest ( tTU'Ir(UTtU) and yearTI.8 after ( bn.,.o(M.,S') its 
young. In the Targum it meditatu over its nest ~) and 
cover• (~:")~)~)its young. In the Syriac it flies about over 
the nest (CTQ) ; but in the second part the Hebrew verb is 
transliterate<4 as in Gen. 1 2. 

~ is used once in the Ka.l form, in Jer. 23 9: "My 
heart is broken in the midst of me; all my bones ~; I 
have become like a drunken man, and like a mighty man 
whom wine has overcome." This is commonly rendered 
"all my bones shake," which is the translation also of the 
LXX (l.uaM:U871) and of the Aramaic ,~.8 The contents 
also seem to suggest as the sense of the passage the knocking 
together or shaking of the bones from fear. 

The cognate languages give us little assistance. The root 
~ is wanting in Ethiopic and Assyrian. In Arabic it 
means be •oft (infrequent), with which, I believe incorrectly, 
the Brown-Driver-Briggs-Gesenius connects the Kal form in 
Jer. 23 9, translating gr0111 1oft, relax. In Syriac the root 
appears in the Pael with the meanings fo•ter, cherilh, lwver, 
brood, incuhate, pu• tM hand back and forth (over a priest at 
ordination), while the noun ruhdfd means pity, clemency, be
nevolence, incuhatio gallinae, illap1u. Sancti Spirit:!u.1° From 
this the Brown-Driver-Briggs-Gesenius deduces for the 
Hebrew the meanings move gently, cherUla, brood, in Deut. 
32 11 "hovering over young," and in Gen. 1 2 "hovering over 
face of waters, or perhaps brooding (and fertilizing)." This 
supports the interpretation of the Jewish and Christian 
exegetes from at least the time of Jerome onwards, but, as 
already pointed out, introduces in Gen. 1 2 a cosmogonic 
conception of which we find no other trace in Hebrew liter-

8 Aquila, however, appears here to use consistently the same verb aa in 
Gen. 1 2, #r&4>/(Htt9G.&. 

e De Lagarde, Prophetae Chaldat~. 
to Prof. R. J. H. Gotthell, who has kindly looked up for me the nse of 

this root In Syrlac and Arable, is of the opinion that it is not an original 
root in Syrlac, but taken over from the Hebrew, and that all the meanings 
given above depend on the suppoeed meaning of 1111l~ in Gen. 1 t. If this 
be correct, we may probably trace back the traditional interpretation of the 
Jewish and Greek exegetes as far at least as the Peahi~t-a translation. 
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ature, apparently the conception of the world-egg familiar 
in Indian cosmogony, from which it spread to the West. 

Putting together the three passages in which the word 
occurs in Hebrew, I believe that in each case it denotes a 
motion of the general type described by one or another of 
the words flap, ahake, ruah, flutter. In Gen. 1 2 it is the 
wind rushing over or upon or against the water, like the 
flapping or shaking of wings; in Deut. 32 11 it is the lit
eral flapping or shaking of the wings; and in Jer. 23 9 

it is the shaking or knocking together of the bones in 
terror. 

The ordinary cosmogonic conceptions of the Hebrews, of 
which we find abundant traces in the Bible outside of the 
more formulated cosmogonies of Gen. 1 and 2, are quite 
different in character, and indicate a connection of thought 
and tradition quite unlike those prevalent in India, out of 
which sprang the world-egg idea. 

In Ps. 89 1-14, Yahaweh is described as ruling the waves 
of the sea and stilling the tumult of its billows. He has 
smitten and profaned Rahab; with His strong arm He has 
scattered His foes. This is a part of the creation work, by 
which He founded heaven and earth, creation being depicted 
as connected with the battle of Yahaweh against a monster, 
here called Rahab, and its allies, who are foes of God or the 
gods. Similarly, in Ps. 74 12-11, God is described as having, 
in the olden time, divided the sea by His strength, smitten 
the heads of dragons -on the waters, crushed the heads of 
leviathan, and given him for food to the jackals. This is 
part of a creation myth, as shown by the results; for as a 
consequence of this battle with the sea monsters and levia
than, God digs out the fountains and the valleys in which 
they run, dries up the primitive rivers, forms night and 
day, moon and sun, and establishes the boundaries of the 
earth. 

The Book of Job abounds in references to the creation myth 
and to the mythical monsters with whom God contended in 
connection with the creation of the world. So in Job 26 
12b we read: 
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" With His strength He troubled the sea, 
And with His skill He pierced Ra.bab. 
His wind spread out heaven, 
His hand alew fiying serpent." 

Rahab is here connected with the sea, and flying serpent 
with the heavens. In connection with the battle of the sea, 
the Almighty pierces Rahab; then heaven is spread out by 
His wind, and the flying serpent slain, apparently in heaven. 
In cc. 40 and 41, the two monsters are named 'hehenwth and 
lniatl&an, the former inhabiting dry land and the latter the 
deep. These monsters were evidently well known in Hebrew 
tradition.u In 2 Esdras 6 *-62, two living creatures are de
scribed as preserved by God on the fifth day of creation, 
behemoth and leviathan, to the former of whom He gave 
as his habitation a part of the dry land, whereon are a 
thousand hills, and to the latter that seventh part of the 
earth occupied by the sea.JJ In Enoch 60 1-11, it is further 
noted that behemoth is a male and leviathan a female. In 
Enoch 54 8 the water above the heavens is described as male 
and the water under the earth as female. Job 7 12 and 
9 13 refer to a monster of the d~ep called dragon cr~) or 
Rahab,JI which, with ita allies, has been overcome and im
prisoned by the Almighty. 

In the 88th chapter of the same book, while the monsters 
are not mentioned by name, mention is made of the struggle 
of God with the deep itself : " When the morning stars sang 
together and all the sons of God shouted for joy : when God 
shut up the sea with doors, fastening it in with bars and 
gates." 

In general the Book of Job gives the following picture of 
the universe: the sky, strong as a molten mirror (37 18), 

u Cf. allo Pa. .U .,, Ezk. 29 H a 32 w, Pa.-Sol. 2 sa ~>-a&. In Ezekiel the 
dragon myth Ia used In describing the fate of Egypt, and In the Psalms of 
Solomon, of Pompey ; bnt in both cases the ancient myth Ia clearly in mind. 

u Cf. &lao .Apocalypae of Baruch, 29 t : "And behemoth will be revealed 
from hla place, and leviathan will ascend from the sea, those two great 
monsters which I created on the fifth day of creation, and I kept them until 
\bat time; and then they will be for food for all that are left." 

11 In Pa. 40 1 the plural of thla, rehabtm, appeara to mean false gods ; Cl)AQ 

Ia Died in the same 18Ille in 1 Sam. 12 111 and I8L 41 •· 
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rests upon pillars (26 n), and above it are the waters held 
up by clouds (26 s); the earth rests upon a chaos of waters 
or a great sea (26 1); and in the bowels of the earth is Sheol 
or Abaddon (26 6); the waters are closely connected with 
darkness, and both those above and those below the earth 
form the habitation of monsters; this, with slight variants, 
may be said to be the regular Hebrew view of the universe. 
And out of the various references scattered through both 
the earlier and younger literature, we may reconstruct the 
following cosmogony as that ordinarily prevalent : first, a 
condition of chaos and darkness, a waste of waters, inhabited 
by monstrous and noxious forms ; then a battle of Yahaweh, 
with the approval and rejoicing of the gods (divine or semi
divine beings, stars, etc.), against the deep and the monsters 
of chaos, in which in some way He uses the wind. By 
means of this He spreads out a firmament above, resting 
upon pillars, provided with windows,lt through which the 
waters above may be let down upon the earth. Beneath, 
upon the great void, He spreads the earth, a dwelling-place 
for living things, under which is the sea or abyss (tlMm).u. 
In this abyss, as also in the heights above, still dwell great 
monsters, which the Lord has preserved there, which no 
other than He can control, who are dangerous and noxious 
to men and to the works of men.ts 

u Cf. Gen. 7 u, 2 K. 7 2. te, Ps. 78 •· 
16 Gen. 7 n, f9 111, Deut. 88 16, PB. 42 e, 78 161 Prov. 8 ~r~. 
16 In Is&. 61 e the delivery from Egypt is described in terms of the old 

coamogonlc myth: "The arm of Yahaweh cut in pieces Rahab, pierced the 
dragon." In Isa. 30 1, Egypt is called Rahab, because "she helpeth in 
vain." In Ps. 87 '• and elsewhere, we find the same use. The myth is also 
applied escbatologlcally. .As God once created the earth, after destroying 
the monsters of chaos, so He shall again, out of a world reduced to chaos 
because of the wickedness of man, recreate a new earth and a new heaven 
by the same means ; so the late ls&ianic Apocalypse (lsa. 2f-27). Here we 
have (27) three monsters: leviathan, the swift serpent or flying serpent 
(which appears to be the same leviathan mentioned in Job 38 as inhabiting 
the waters above the firmament and causing the eclipse) ; leviathan, the 
crooked serpent, which is the sea encircling the earth ; and the dra,aon in 
the depths of the sea, which Is the serpent of Am. 9 a. In a somewhat similar 
picture of the reduction of the earth to chaos through the wrath of God, in 
Jer. 4 u, birds, men, and beasts are destroyed; mountains and billa lose 
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It is clear that this cosmogony is closely related to that of 
Babylonia, where we have the same contest of Marduk (act
ing for the other gods, whom he thereby largely supplants) 
with a female monster, tidmat,l1 which is by root the same as 
the Hebrew teMm. This monster he splits in two, after inflat
ing her with a great wind. He reduces her various allies to 
submission, and after treating her corpse with contumely, he 
divides it into two parts, out of one of which he makes the 
heaven and out of the other the earth, the waters being thus 
separated into two great seas, the one above the firmament 
of heaven and the other beneath the earth. 

Turning from the popular Hebrew cosmogony to the 
formal cosmogony contained in Gen. 1-2 4, we find a striking 
difference. The latter is on a much higher and more spirit
ual plane. It is not only monotheistic, but has quite freed 
itself of anthropomorphic elements. It is, however, in cer
tain points, plainly related, like the popular cosmogony, to 
Babylonian thought. The Babylonian cosmogony, as we 
know it in the cuneiform texts, is contained in seven tablets. 
Similarly the systematized cosmogony of the Priest Code, 
after the first two verses, is developed into seven sections or 
seven days. To this the first two verses constitute an intro
duction, describing the conditions antedating creation itself. 
The earth was toha and 'hoha, two words evidently handed 
down from antiquity. This chaotic condition is further 
pictured as darkness upon the face of teMm. But teh8m, 
here used without article, is, as already stated, radically 

their aolidity and ahake to and fro, the light of the heavens Ia turned into 
darkneaa, and the earth becomes waste and void, roAQ and bOAO, the 
technical words for "chaos" Ulled in Gen. 1 t. Thia cosmogony constituted, 
alao, an element of the religion of the Hebrews, and waa represented in their 
ritual and religious paraphernalia. So, In the temple of Solomon was a great 
laver, the ao-called "sea," representing the tl!Wm (1 K. 7 u, interpreted by 
comparillon with Babylonian use), and on the candieaticka of Herod's tem
ple, as represented on Titus's arch at Rome, are pictured apparently the 
monstel'l of that teAOm whom Jahaweh had overcome. (Cf. the similar use 
In Babylonian temples.) 

u In the Babylonian myth we have a1IO ap&u, "sea," u a technical term 
or name. At le31t once in Hebrew (Iaa. 40 u), the corresponding root QaC 
baa the same sense. 
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identical with the Babylonian tidmat and is evidently, like 
tohtJ and boha, a technical term of the cosmog9nic myth. In 
this chaos God acted or displayed himself by means of the 
m., which was Mm~ upon the face of the waters. 

Now, in view of the evident relation of this cosmogony to 
the Babylonian cosmogony, we should naturally expect to 
find some relic of the contest of God with the monsters of 
chaos, and, more particularly, with tidmat, inasmuch as we 
find that word reflected in the Hebrew teMm. As we have 
seen in the common Hebrew cosmogony, the wind is Yaha
weh's weapon or tool, of which he makes use to spread out 
the heavens.18 Similarly, in the Babylonian myth the winds 
are especially Marduk's weapons and tools in his struggle 
with Tiamat and his formation of the world. It is therefore 
natural to find in this passage a reference to such a use of the 
wind by God, and to translate it literally, "and the wind of 
God was rushing upon the face 19 of the waters." It is a relic 
of that contest of Y ahaweh with the monsters of chaos com
mon to the popular Hebrew and to Babylonian cosmogony, but 
so spiritualized that we have only the faintest indications of 
origin. In general, these first two verses of this chapter may 
be said to represent what remains, in the exalted cosmogony 
of the Priest Code, of the story of the battle of Marduk with 
Tiamat of Babylonian mythology. 

The remainder of the cosmogony, recording the Seven 
Words of Creation and their results, corresponds similarly 

1e Besides the pa.asage referred to above (Job 26 11) In which Yahaweh 
spreads out the heavens by H1a wind, nn Ia represented as the implement of 
His activities In the following p&llll&geB: Gen. 81 (P), He sends out the wind 
over the earth to dry It up; Ex. 16 10 (E) and Isa. 11 u, by the wind He 
brings the sea over the Egyptians; similarly, PB. 147 11, by His wind He 
makes the congealed waters flow; Num. 11 11 ( J), by a wind He brings in the 
quails ; Isa. 27 a, He ll8eB the wind to vanquish His foes ; Isa. 4 '• He purges 
Jerusalem by a wind of judgment and a wind of burning; Hos. 1816, the 
sirocco Ia the wind of Yahaweh to bring destruction as a punishment; PB. 
104 t, the winds are Yahaweh's messengers or angels, and in the following 
p&llll&geB, where it might also be rendered breath : Ex. 16 s, Isa. SO •, 69 11, 

PB. 18 11, 36 16 ; in Iaa. 11 t it Is slmllarly UBed of the Me88iab as the repre
sentative of Yabaweh. 

1t Note also how in Babylonian the tDind Is hurled agaioat thefau {panu) 
of TiAmat. 
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to the seven tablets of the Babylonian cosmogony, but is 
ag-.Un so spiritualized that it may be said that almost the 
only trace of its Babylonian origin still remaining is the 
number seven. • A connection between the two parts of 
this cosmogony (Gen. lt. 2 and Gen. 1 3-2 4) has been 
established by the words rm and ~. Closely allied to 
the primitive meaning of rm, tDind, is ita secondary mean
ing, hreatA, so that it is often impossible to say which is the 
more proper rendering- by His tDind, or by His hreatA., 
Y aha web overthrows his foes, Y aha web brings judgment upon 
His people, etc. As already pointed out, rm is the vital 
apirit by which God gave life to man, by which He restored 
dead Israel to life, etc. So here the tDind of God is re
garded as the vital spirit of the universe, His breath uttering 
the six creative words by which, in the conception of the 
cosmogony of the Priest Code, the successive acts of creation 
are accomplished. 11 

• Cf., howeYer, the fourth day : the IUD, moon, and stan eet in the 
heann to giYe light and rule the day and the night, which may contain a 
trace of the old polythelltlc, astral WOJ'Iblp, but corrected in part by the 
at.em.ent that th818 ruleJ'I of day and night are themeelv111 creations of God ; 
and the fifth day : where, among the creaturea of the -and air, both created 
out of the water, ill recognized the continued exfatence of the great- mon
sters, dragons, 1181p8nta, etc., of popalar belief (v. u) included in Job, Enoch 
and Eldru under the tltlee behemoth and leviathan. In the creation of 
man (Y. •) on the elnh day we have alao a remnant of the more primitive 
anthropomorphic oonoeptlon of God, and probably alao a trace of polytheillm 
in the wordl put in the mouth of God : " Let ua make man in our Image." 
Not that the writer meane to speak of more than one god of Israel, but that 
he cannot yet altopther divest hlmeelf of the thought of a plurality of gods, 
and concei'tllll of god or the gods u having of neceeeity a human form. 

a See, on the whole aubject of Hebrew C081Ilogony, my article in Hut
inp' .BIICfdop«diG of Bcl(gio" and .i'CAiu, Yol. tv. 
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